A novel multidimensional characteristics approach for inflow and outflow boundaries of compressible twodimensional flows is presented. The modified Riemann variables have been extracted from the Euler equations by considering the directions of waves reaching the inflow and outflow boundaries. By applying this model in a shortened computational domain, the boundaries can be located close to the nonlinear zone. The results of reduced and extended domains are in good agreement with each other. Using this model yields in a reduction of computational domain while keeping the solution accuracy and lowering the computation time.
NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTION
In solving the governing equations of fluid flow, initial and boundary conditions possess an important role for having a unique solution. In numerical solutions, the domain size affects the convergence process, computer's memory, and run time. In problems such as the flow around airfoils or inside channels the boundaries are not clearly specified, and locating them at true infinity is not possible. In prevalent numerical methods these boundaries should be far enough from nonlinear parts of flow, to prevent undesirable effects such as wave's reflection error from the boundaries. In flow about airfoils the outer boundary should be placed in a distance about 25 times the airfoil's chord from its center (Jameson et al. (1981) . This distance accumulates excessive grids thereby increasing the computational effort and time. Also, Holst et al. (1990) have shown that the boundary conditions will affect the wind tunnel experiments. Imposing inappropriate far field boundary conditions not only delays the convergence process, but also may cause degradation of the numerical solution. To impose suitable boundary conditions some approaches have been taken place. Parameswaran et al. (1997) studied turbulence flow around a bluff body applying finite volume method and implemented two different boundary conditions at the far field namely; no mass flow across the far boundary and zero gradient of any variable normal to this boundary. According to their results second far field boundary condition corresponds for proper drag predictions. Rudy and Strikwerda (1980) in solving the Navier-Stokes equations at subsonic flow introduced a pressure based boundary condition. Since the information is propagated along the characteristic paths, Zamzamian and Razavi (2008) declared that the multi-dimensional characteristic based (MCB) scheme takes into account the real two-dimensional nature of flow, and ensure accuracy and convergence of the simulations. Hashemi and Zamzamian (2014) investigated far field boundary condition implementation in the incompressible flow. They presented (MCB) for artificial compressibility (AC) equations, to evaluate the flow variables at the far field boundary. They found that the conventional far field boundary estimation for incompressible flows will cause reflected waves to be returned back to the computational domain and delay the solution to steady state. Razavi et al. (2008) have proposed a genuine multidimensional upwind scheme for solving the incompressible flows. This idea also will be employed in boundary modeling. Bayliss and Turkel (1982) used the outgoing waves in two and three dimensional spaces and proposed a pressure based formulation. Their boundary condition is applicable for Euler and Navier Stokes equations. Giles (1990) presented linearized boundary conditions based on the characteristics of two dimensional Euler equations by Fourier analysis. Verhoff (1988) used two dimensional Euler equations in streamlined coordinates in terms of linearized Riemann variables. Then, he applied Fourier analysis for boundary condition treatment. Roe (1989) proofed that some convenient boundary conditions are incorrect and then for the Euler equations by using bicharacteristic analysis on acoustic waves introduced boundary conditions based on wave angle. Razavi (1997) formulated the Euler equations in terms of the Riemann variables along with asymptotic expansions of Riemann variables based on wave propagation theory. The major interest of all researches has been the modification of convergence rate, or reducing the computational domain. Based on the characteristic theorem, there is no problem in imposing boundary conditions for supersonic flows (Razavi (1997) ). However, in subsonic and transonic flows, imposing the boundary conditions should be done by a characteristic manner, because in the computational domain, propagation of information takes place along specific paths. Inflow and outflow boundary conditions that are a kind of far field boundaries, from one side are influenced by computational domain and from another side with the outer zone which usually assumes free stream conditions. Thus, an inflow or outflow boundary is subject to two types of numerical information that hit the boundary. It has been shown by Karni (1991) that if this incidence does not happen along the characteristic paths, the information received by the boundary, reflects back into the computational domain and yields in the numerical instability. Some of past boundary models have major problems. In two dimensional flows the one dimensional characteristics have been used which requires to locate the boundaries very far from the nonlinear zone or in other cases complicated relations have been used. Here, a genuine multidimensional approach for boundary treatment is offered which is mainly based on the formulation derived by Razavi (1995) . This treatment takes into account the multidirectional wave propagation at the inflow and outflow boundaries.
WAVE PROPAGATION MODEL
The two dimensional Euler equations in quasi linear form are expressed as
Where
In partial differential equations, the fronts of propagating waves can be represented by characteristic surfaces (Razavi (1995) ), and compatibility relations for equation (1) after some algebraic manipulations become:
By assuming the following relations for the wave directions:
(3) One gets: cos 0, sin 0. dp du a dp dv a
Hence, Eq. (2) 
(5) We call these quantities the projected Riemann variables, which will be used in boundary condition formulation. They are shown in Figure 1 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS MODELING
In general the inflow and outflow boundaries are subject to two kinds of information: (a) information propagating from outside of boundary towards the boundary; (b) information propagating from computational domain to the boundary. Overly, it is believed that any kind of information is brought to the boundary along the characteristic paths. The information can be classified into two types, namely physical and numerical. The physical information arises from the nature of equations. Here, in our case, the Euler equations under conditions can be recast into wave equations. The numerical information or error waves are motivated due to discretization process. In finite volume method, each cell side was hit by several waves. Boundaries from one side are exposed to outside information and from other side receive information from the inner cells. For inflow and outflow boundary modeling the projected Riemann variables (5) are used. The wave directions that reach to the boundary are responsible for information exchange between the domain and outside world. The wave direction  , can be determined from Eq. (4) as following:
We attempt to find a physically-based way for approximating the  directions. In semi-discretized form, the relation (6) can take the following form:
When the inflow and outflow boundaries are almost perpendicular to the free stream direction, the Riemann variables take the following form: 2 2 cos , cos 1 1 (8), the  can take any value between zero and  . For inflow boundary u R is computed from outside and u Q from inside the domain. The angle  is obtained using Eq. (7). Then u and a can be computed considering the following relations.
1 1 1
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To calculate v , the v R and v Q are used in a similar fashion. Now, having these three parameters known, the other flow parameters at inflow boundary are calculated by the following manner:
After completing these calculations, the flow parameters at inflow boundary can be obtained and joined to the flow solver. The outflow boundary modeling is performed in a similar manner. However, in this case, u R from inside and u Q from outside of the domain can be obtained.
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED BOUNDARY MODEL
For evaluating this model in isentropic compressible internal flow an inhouse FORTRAN90 code has been written. Flow regime includes the subsonic and transonic regimes. A circular arc bump channel with an arc having ten percent of its chord, and length of three chords is used. The generated grid is structured and elliptic. At first the channel with dimensions mentioned above and a channel with reduced length was analyzed. In these cases the conventional boundary conditions have been used. The length of reduced channel is 1. The convergence histories are shown in Fig. 11 
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CONCLUSION
A novel characteristic formulation of the Euler equations has been shown in this paper. The projected Riemann variables are derived based on the wave propagation direction,  . Numerical experiments with wave angle  confirmed that this angle exhibits a periodic behavior near the inflow and outflow boundaries. The projected Riemann variables were consistently adopted and used in the boundary condition formulations. This new multidimensional characteristic-based model resulted in reducing the convergence steps to steady state and saving the memory requirements. It can conveniently be extended to three-dimensional flows.
